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Article: CheckMate for SOLIDWORKS...Why now?  

Events: Webinar - New "AutoMeas' in the CMBrowser  

  Bob Stone presents at DMSC QIF Summit October 5-9, 2015 

Tech Tip: Insert Auto Probe move into program segment to prevent probe crashes  

Did You Know: Is SOLIDWORKS compatible with Windows 10  

 

 

CheckMate for 
SOLIDWORKS...Why now? 

If you have not upgraded to the SOLIDWORKS 

version of CheckMate or have not taken advantage 

of recent enhancements you are missing out on incredible productivity 
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improvements. In CheckMate Programming you can expect time savings by 

as much as 50% with enhancements to the user interface that reduce the 

number of clicks required to perform many time consuming tasks. Additionally 

the integration of Model Based Definition (MBD) , the embedding of Product 

Manufacturing Information (PMI) in the 3D model, whether done in 

SOLIDWORKS or imported with optional translators can further increase the 

time savings by eliminating the need for 2D drawings and improving the 

workflow. 

The change of the CheckMate platform to SOLIDWORKS is in top gear now and 

product advances are coming at a fast pace. We urge you check out the Tech 

Tips on Resource page, tune in to the Webinars and download recent ones. The 

upcoming webinar on AutoMeas is definitely a “don’t miss" topic. 

And if that is not enough, check out ourlimited time offer on CheckMate 

Programming. Time is running out so don’t miss out on this exceptional 

opportunity to add additional seats or purchase new ones. 

 

 

Upcoming Webinar: October 
15, 2015 

New 'AutoMeas' in the CMBrowser - It will 

fundamentally change how you program with 

CheckMate. It is simple to use/learn and with 

reduced mouse strokes and clicks, it can reduce programming time by up to 

20%. 

For use in the CMBrowser in CheckMate for SOLIDWORKS®  version 14.0559 
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or newer. 

 

 

DMSC QIF Summit October 5-
9, 2015 

The Dimensional Metrology Standards Consortium 

Inc. invites you to join them in Texas for this special conference on QIF - the 

Quaity Information Framework Standard. Origin's, Bob Stone will be presenting 

'Implementing QIF with legacy CMM systems'. Read more 

 

Tech Tip 

How to insert Auto Probe moves into a program 

segment in CheckMate for SOLIDWORKS®. This 

method of quickly inserting probe moves through the 

segment will help prevent probe crashes. 

 

Is SOLIDWORKS compatible with Windows 10? 

As Microsoft rolls out Windows version 10, many 

SOLIDWORKS users are wondering if it's compatible. 

Read more. Visit SOLIDWORKS website for more 
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information on this topic. 

  

 

 You can receive news when it happens by subscribing to 

our blogs. Just click on one of the three blogs below that 

you are interested in and on the left side enter your email 

address...it's that easy 

News/Events | Tech Tips | Webinars 

 

Stay Current : Next Week CheckMate for SOLIDWORKS version 564 update 

will be available 

Origin International Inc. is focused on providing software solutions and consulting 

services to world class manufacturers, their suppliers and industry leading 

metrology solutions providers.  

Manufacturers that choose Origin software solutions are industry leaders in 

innovation, quality and cost effectiveness within the Automotive, Aerospace, 

Transportation and Consumer Products industries.  

If you would like more information, don't hesitate to contact us at 1-800-269-

2509.  

Sincerely, 

The Origin Team 
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